NHS IB DP Scheduling Worksheet -- 2021 Cohort
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Note: all full DP students need 6 DP courses in total, with at least one course from
groups 1-5; all DP students must have 3 HLs and 3 SLs or 4 HLs and 2 SLs. Anticipated
students in the full programme can “test” in as many as 2 SL course in their junior year;
all other exams for this grade 11-12 programme must be completed in grade 12, year 2
of the IB DP.

11th Grade
1) Group 1

|

12th Grade

|

The required option here for all NHS students is English HL Literature (two-year course); 2 credits help satisfy English Language
Arts graduation requirements (2/4). Acknowledge prerequisites outlined in NHS Course Catalog. Please speak to Dr. Davis if your
home language (mother tongue) is a language other than English and have interest in pursuing a bilingual IB Diploma with a
Self-Taught Language SL A in your primary language other than English (note: this route would assume two Language As). NHS
does not currently support Pamoja options in Language A.

2) Group 2

|

Choose from SL or HL French, German, Mandarin, or Spanish Language B (all are two-year courses); new to the 2021,
Mandarin will be offered at the SL/HL levels in May 2021. Credits help satisfy World Language graduation requirements (2/2).
Acknowledge prerequisites outlined in NHS Course Catalog. Pamoja ab initio SL French, Spanish, and Mandarin language B
options available (see note below about approval processes).

3) Group 3

|

Choose from SL Psychology (one-year), SL History (one-year), or HL History (two-year); 2 credits help satisfy Social Studies
graduation requirements (1/3); SL History counts for World History credit and HL History counts for World History and American
History credits. Acknowledge prerequisites outlined in NHS Course Catalog. All students need .5 Civics and .5 Economics for
graduation. Pamoja Business Management SL/HL, Economics SL/HL, ITGS SL/HL, and Psychology HL (year two would follow NHS
SL course) options available (see note below about approval processes).

4) Group 4

|

Choose from SL Sports, Exercise, and Health Science (one-year), HL Biology, or HL Chemistry; 2 credits in Chemistry and Biology
help satisfy Science graduation requirements (2/3); 1 credits in SEHS will be a 1 credit of Science. Acknowledge prerequisites
outlined in NHS Course Catalog, primarily Honors Chemistry for HL Chem. No Pamoja options are available due to lab components.

5) Group 5

|

New to the 2021 cohort are revised IB Maths courses; the new courses will read as follows:
●
●
●
●

SL Applied Mathematics (one-year) [note: previously Mathematics Studies, with same pre-req of Algebra 2]
SL Maths Analysis/Calculus [previously Math SL2] (note: new to 2021, this is a one-year course to follow pre-calc;
there will no longer be SL1 and SL2, only this one-year SL Analysis course)
HL Maths Analysis (note: new to 2021, this course will be co-listed with AP Calc AB in grade 11 and Honors Calc 2
in grade 12)
SL Mathematics Studies (one-year) will remain an option in May 2020.

2 credits for H and 1 credit for SL courses help satisfy Mathematics graduation credit. Acknowledge prerequisites from NHS Course
Catalog.

6) Group 6/

|

Or second Group 2-4
Select HL or SL Visual Arts (one-year SL course only with instructor approval, i.e., approved portfolio and follow-up interview) as
your group 6 option. 1 credit for one-year SL or 2 credits for two-year HL or SL sequence help satisfy Visual, Performing, and Applied
Art (VPAA) graduation requirements (1/1 or 2/1). Acknowledge prerequisites from NHS Course Catalog. New to the 2021 cohort for
the 2020-2021 school year will be an anticipated one-year Film SL course as an additional Group 6 option; more details will be
shared during the 2019-2020 school year on this course. Or choose as your group 6 an additional course from groups 2, 3, or 4.

7) Elective (non-IB)

|

Note that all efforts will be made to honor elective choices, in particular those for music extra-curricular(s), but, like all NHS students,
we cannot guarantee any schedules due to the size of our school and overall course options and period availabilities across subjects,
programs, levels, etc. Notes about graduation requirements are to help with overall planning and need to be part of dialogues with your
specific counselors. Advanced course sequencing ensures MME requirements are met for core courses. Heed in particular Health (.5),
Civics (.5), Economics (.5), Physical Education (.5), and VPAA (1.0) requirements during four-year planning. Acknowledge
prerequisites outlined in NHS Course Catalog.
Final note on Pamoja: Full DP students can consider the Pamoja courses listed above that are supported by NHS; based on current
costs, for the 2019-20 school year there will not be an additional cost for a full DP student to enroll in one Pamoja course, integrated
into your schedule for an earned credit of a G. If Pamoja increases their annual tuitions, however, a surcharge could be assessed.

